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s Lifetime
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Abstract

This letter presents an updated measurement of the lifetime of the B0
s meson using

3.6 million hadronic Z0 decays recorded by the OPAL detector at LEP from 1990 to

1994. A sample of B0
s decays is obtained using D�

s `
+ combinations, where the D�

s is

reconstructed in either the ��� or K�0K� decay mode. From 79�13 Ds` combinations

attributed to B0
s decays in this data sample, we measure

� (B0
s ) = 1:54+0:25

�0:21 � 0:06 ps;

where the errors are statistical and systematic, respectively.

(Submitted to Physics Letters B)
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1 Introduction

The lifetimes of b-avored hadrons are related to both the strength of the b quark coupling to c and

u quarks, and the dynamics of b hadron decay. The spectator model assumes that the light quarks

in b and c hadrons do not a�ect the decay of the heavy quark, and thus predicts the lifetimes of all

b hadrons to be equal. For charm hadrons this prediction is inaccurate; the measured D+ lifetime is

approximately 2.5 times that of the D0 and more than twice that of the Ds [1]. More sophisticated

models predict that the di�erences among b hadron lifetimes should be much smaller than those

in the charm system, because of the larger mass of the b quark [2, 3]. These models predict a

di�erence in lifetime between the B+ and B0 meson of several percent, and between the B0
s and B0

meson of about 1% [3]. OPAL [4], and other collaborations [5], have published measurements of

the B0
s lifetime.

In this letter, we present an updated measurement of the lifetime of the B0
s meson, which supersedes

our previous measurement [4]. The two decay channels used are:1

B0
s ! D�

s `
+ � (X) B0

s ! D�

s `
+ � (X)

�
! K�0K� and �

! � ��

�
! K+ �� �

! K+K� .

where ` is an electron or a muon. The proper decay time is determined on an event-by-event basis

using measured decay lengths and estimates of the B0
s energy. The following sections describe the

OPAL detector, the selection of B0
s candidates, the vertex topology of the events, the determination

of the B0
s decay length, the estimation of the B0

s energy, the lifetime �t, the results, and the

systematic errors.

2 The OPAL Detector

The OPAL detector is described in reference [6]. The central tracking system is composed of a

precision vertex drift chamber, a large volume jet chamber surrounded by a set of chambers to

measure the z-coordinate (z-chambers) and, for the majority of the data used in this analysis, a

high-precision silicon microvertex detector. These detectors are located inside a solenoidal coil.2

The detectors outside the solenoid consist of a time-of-ight scintillator array and a lead glass

electromagnetic calorimeter with a presampler, followed by a hadron calorimeter consisting of the

instrumented return yoke of the magnet, and several layers of muon chambers. Charged particles

are identi�ed by their speci�c energy loss, dE=dx, in the jet chamber. Further information on the

performance of the tracking and dE=dx measurements can be found in reference [7].

1In this paper, charge conjugate modes are always implied. Also, unless otherwise noted, K and � always

refer to charged particles.
2The coordinate system is de�ned such that the z-axis follows the electron beam direction and the x-

y plane is perpendicular to it with the x-axis lying approximately horizontally. The polar angle � is de�ned

relative to the +z-axis, and the azimuthal angle � is de�ned relative to the +x-axis.
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3 B0

s
Candidate Selection

This analysis uses data collected during the 1990{1994 LEP running periods at center-of-mass

energies within �3GeV=c2 of the Z0 mass. After the standard hadronic event selection [8] and

detector performance requirements, a sample of 3.6 million events is selected. Jets are de�ned

using charged tracks and electromagnetic clusters not associated with a charged track. These are

combined into jets using the scaled invariant mass algorithm with the E0 recombination scheme [9]

using ycut = 0:04. Tracks arising from identi�ed secondary vertices due to decays of �, K0
s or 

conversions are excluded from the B0
s candidate selection.

3.1 D�
s
! K+K��� selection

In this analysis, Ds candidates are reconstructed in two modes. The �rst is D�

s ! K�0K� in which

the K�0 decays into a K+��. The second is D�

s ! ��� where the � subsequently decays into

K+K�. When searching for Ds candidates, all combinations of tracks which are within a single jet

and constitute the appropriate charge combination are considered.

Particle identi�cation is used to reduce the combinatorial background. For each track forming the

KK� combination, the measured dE=dx is compared with the expected value, and the probability

that it is consistent with a given mass assignment is required to be greater than 1%. If the observed

energy loss of each kaon candidate is greater than the mean dE=dx expected for a kaon, it is required

that the product of the two dE=dx probabilities be greater than .02. In order to improve the mass

and decay length resolutions, at least two of the three candidate tracks are required to have good

� measurements either from the z-chambers or from a measurement of the track's endpoint as it

exits the main jet chamber. The KK� combination is required to have a momentum greater than

9GeV=c in order to reduce random track combinations.

For the K�0K� mode, the invariant mass of the K� combination taken to be the K�0 is required

to satisfy 0:845 < mK� < 0:945GeV=c2. To minimize the possibility of mistaking a D�

! K�0��

decay for our desired signal, the measured dE=dx of the kaon candidate directly from the Ds decay

must be at least one standard deviation below the mean dE=dx that is expected for a pion. This

track must also have a momentum greater than 2GeV=c in order to be in the momentum region

of good kaon-pion separation. If the observed energy loss of this track is greater than the mean

expected for a kaon, it must have a dE=dx probability assuming a kaon hypothesis that is greater

than 5%. In the �� mode, the K+K� invariant mass is dominated by detector resolution and is

required to satisfy 1:005 < mKK < 1:035GeV=c2.

The di�erences between the angular distributions of Ds decays and those of random track combi-

nations are used to suppress the combinatorial background. The Ds is a spin-0 meson and the �nal

states of both decay modes consist of a spin-1 (� or K�0) meson and a spin-0 (�� or K�) meson.

The Ds signal is expected to have no dependence on cos �p, where �p is the angle in the rest frame

of the Ds between the spin-0 meson direction and the Ds direction in the lab frame. However, the

cos �p distribution of random combinations peaks in the forward and backward directions. It is

therefore required that j cos �pj < 0:8 (0.9) for the K�K (��) mode. The angular distribution of �v,

the angle in the rest frame of the spin-1 meson between the direction of the �nal state kaon from

the decay of the spin-1 meson and the Ds direction, is proportional to cos2 �v for Ds decays. The

cos �v distribution of the random KK� combinations in the data is, however, approximately at.

Therefore it is required that j cos �vj > 0:4.
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3.2 D�
s
`
+ selection and decay length determination

Once a KK� combination that satis�es the Ds candidate selection is found, a search is performed

to �nd a lepton of opposite charge in the same jet. Electron candidates are identi�ed using an

arti�cial neural network based on 12 measured quantities from the electromagnetic calorimeter and

the central tracking detector [10]. Electron candidates identi�ed as arising from photon conversions

are rejected [11]. Muons are identi�ed by associating central detector tracks with track segments

in the muon detectors and requiring a position match in two orthogonal coordinates [11]. Lepton

candidates are required to have a momentum greater than 2GeV=c for electrons and 3GeV=c for

muons. The leptons must have a transverse momentum with respect to the associated jet direction

of at least 0:8GeV=c. In addition it is required that the lepton candidate track be precisely measured

by either the silicon vertex detector or the vertex drift chamber.

In order to suppress background, it is required that the mass of the KK�` combination be between

3:2 and 5:5GeV=c2, and the momentum of this combination must be at least 17GeV=c. The cosine

of the opening angle between the KK� and lepton directions must be greater than 0.4.

Three vertices | the beam spot, the B0
s decay vertex and the Ds decay vertex | are reconstructed

in the x-y plane. The beam spot is measured using charged tracks in the OPAL data with a

technique that follows any signi�cant shifts in the beam spot position during a LEP �ll [12]. The

intrinsic width of the beam in the y direction is taken to be 8�m, from considerations of LEP beam

optics. The width in the x direction is measured directly and found to vary between 100�m and

160�m, depending on the LEP optics.

The Ds vertex is formed from a �t using the KK� candidate tracks. The B0
s decay vertex is formed

by extrapolating the KK� momentum vector from its decay vertex to the intersection with the

lepton track. The Ds decay length is the distance between these two decay vertices. The B0
s decay

length is found by a �t between the beam spot and the reconstructed B0
s decay vertex using the

direction of the KK�` momentum vector as a constraint. The two-dimensional projections of the

B0
s and Ds decay lengths are converted into three dimensions using the polar angles reconstructed

using the momenta of the KK�` and KK�, respectively. Typical decay lengths are about 0.25 cm

for B0
s and 0.11cm for Ds mesons. The corresponding typical decay length errors are about 0.03

and 0:09 cm.

Additional criteria are used to select KK� combinations suitable for precise decay length measure-

ments. In order to ensure that the KK� candidate tracks come from a common vertex, the �2 of

the vertex �t is required to be less than 10 (for 1 degree of freedom). The candidate must also

have a decay length error less than 0:3 cm. Using the measured decay length and momentum of

the KK� combination, the proper decay time of the Ds candidate is determined. This is required

to be within two standard deviations of the range from zero to four Ds mean lifetimes. Finally, the

decay length error of the reconstructed B0
s candidate must be less than 0:2 cm.

3.3 Results of D�
s
`
+ selection

The KK� invariant mass distribution for all K+K���`+ candidates is shown in �gure 1. An

unbinned likelihood �t to the measured KK� invariant mass of the Ds candidates is performed.

The KK� mass distribution is parameterized as the sum of a linear term to account for random

combinatorial background, a Gaussian function which describes the mass peak of the reconstructed

Ds signal, and another Gaussian to account for a D�
! K+K��� contribution. This last term

has a mean �xed to the D� mass of 1869:3MeV=c2 [1] and the width constrained to be the same

3
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Figure 1: Top: the KK� invariant mass distribution is shown for K+K���`+ com-

binations along with the �tted curve, which is described in the text. Also indicated

is the mass range used in the decay length �t. Bottom: the KK� invariant mass
distribution for K+K���`� (wrong sign) candidates is shown.
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as that of the Ds peak. It is included in order to avoid biasing the estimate of the combinatorial

background. The �t yields a Ds mass of 1:967� 0:004GeV=c2, a width (�) of 22� 3MeV=c2 and

a total of 84 � 13 candidates. The �tted combinatorial background fraction is 0:43� 0:05 for the

2� interval about the �tted Ds mass.

By integrating the tail of the peak due to the D�
! K+K��� decays in this Ds signal region,

the contamination from this source is found to be negligible. No peak is observed at the Ds mass

in the wrong sign D�

s
`� sample (see �gure 1). The probability that a given event comes from

combinatorial background is calculated as a function of its KK� invariant mass using the results

of the �t to the mass distribution for use in the B0
s lifetime �t discussed below.

3.4 Backgrounds to the B0

s
! D�

s
`
+ signal

Potential sources of backgrounds to the B0
s ! D�

s `
+ signal that have been considered include

decays of other B hadrons that can yield a �nal state Ds` combination and charm hadrons that are

mis-identi�ed as a Ds meson. Other sources are Ds mesons combined with a hadron that has been

mis-identi�ed as a lepton, and random associations of Ds mesons with genuine leptons.

The signal events mentioned above include properly reconstructed Ds` combinations that do not

arise from B0
s decay. Two decay modes of B0 and B+ mesons have been considered: B! D+

s D(X),

D! `�X (where D is any non-strange charm meson) and B! D�

s K`
+�(X), where K is any type

of kaon. For the signal mode, the production branching fraction f(b! B0
s ) � Br(B

0
s ! Ds`) =

2:8� 0:7% is used [13]. Monte Carlo simulations of both a standard multihadronic sample and

the speci�c decay modes of interest are used to determine the selection e�ciencies for these modes

relative to that of the signal mode. These samples were produced using the JETSET 7.3 parton

shower Monte Carlo generator [14] with the fragmentation function of Peterson et al. [15] for heavy

quarks, and then passed through the full OPAL detector simulation package [16].

For the background, the probability for a bottom quark to form a B+ or B0 meson is 0:81�0:11 [17].

For the B ! D�

s K`
+�X mode, a theoretical estimate [18] that predicts an upper limit of 0:025 �

Br(B ! D`�) is used. This is slightly stronger than the present measured upper limit [1]. For

the other background mode, it is noted that Br(B! DsX) = 0:085� 0:011 [1] and assumed that

all of the modes of B ! DsX, aside from the assumed B ! DsK`�X contribution, are of the form

B! DsDX. This has been shown to be the case for two-body decays of the B mesons to a Ds [1],

and we assume the same for those modes with three or more particles in the �nal state. The

fraction of B! DsX decays that are in a two-body �nal state is 0:57� 0:10 [19]. Thus the fraction

of B ! Ds
�DX decays that are expected to be a two-body �nal state is determined by correcting

for the assumed presence of the B ! DsK`�X mode. It is assumed that the average branching

fraction of the D meson to e and � combined is 0:20 � 0:05, and the fraction of these D mesons

which come from orbitally excited states is estimated to be 0:3+0:7
�0:3. Thus, with an observed signal

of 84 D�

s `
+ pairs, 1:9� 1:8 candidates from B ! D�

s K`
+�X decays, and 2:8� 2:6 events in the

mode B! D+
s DX, D! `�X are expected.

The background from events where the three KK� candidate tracks come either from the same fully

reconstructed charm hadron for which a pion or a proton has been mis-identi�ed as a kaon, or from

a partially reconstructed charm hadron, was estimated using simulated events. For these candidates

the KK� invariant mass distribution around the Ds mass is similar to that of the combinatorial

background. Such events are therefore considered to be included in the combinatorial background

fraction.
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The background caused by a Ds which has been combined with a hadron that has been mis-

identi�ed as a lepton can be estimated by �tting the KK� mass spectrum of wrong sign combinations

(K+K���`�). This assumes that random combinations are equally likely to have right and wrong

charge correlations. Using the higher statistics available when D�` correlations are considered it is

found that this background is less than 1% [10] of that sample and this contribution is therefore

neglected. Similarly, no signal is observed when this is repeated with the D�

s `
� candidates of this

analysis.

Finally the background from random associations of Ds mesons with genuine leptons was estimated

using simulated data to contribute less than one event to our sample and has been neglected.

Thus the non-combinatorial background for the sources mentioned above is expected to contain

4:7� 3:1 events, corresponding to (6� 5)% of the total Ds` signal. The number of signal candidates

from B0
s ! D�

s `
+X decays which proceed through the chosen decay chains is then

N(B0

s ! D�

s `
+X) = 79� 13 :

4 The B0

s
Lifetime Fit

In order to extract the B0
s lifetime from the measured decay lengths, an unbinned maximum likeli-

hood �t is performed using a likelihood function that accounts for both the signal and background

components of the sample. For the component of the likelihood function describing the B0
s signal,

the B0
s lifetime must be related to the observed decay lengths.

Since at least the energy of the neutrino is missing, the B0
s energy is estimated using a probabilistic

approach described in more detail in reference [20]. This method employs two kinematic variables

related to the B0
s energy: the invariant mass and energy of the Ds` combination. From the decay

kinematics assuming the neutrino to be the only particle missing from the decay, it is possible to

calculate the B0
s energy, given these two observables and the angle between the Ds` ight direction

in the B0
s rest frame and the momentum of the B0

s in the lab frame. Although this angle is not

measured its distribution is known due to the isotropic nature of the decay of spin-0 mesons, such

as the B0
s . This, together with an estimate of the B0

s fragmentation spectrum is used to predict

the range and distribution of the possible B0
s energies on an event-by-event basis. A Peterson

function [15] is used for this fragmentation spectrum, though the resulting energy estimate depends

only weakly on this assumption. The presence of particles, in addition to the neutrino, which come

from the B0
s decay but are not included in the B0

s reconstruction, such as a photon when the B0
s

has decayed into a D�

s or an additional pion, is expected to bias the mean boost by less than 1%.3

The likelihood function for observing a particular decay length of a B0
s meson may now be pa-

rameterized in terms of the measurement error of the decay length, the Ds` invariant mass and

momentum, and the assumed lifetime. Speci�cally, this function is given by the convolution of

three terms: an exponential whose mean is the B0
s lifetime, the boost distribution as given by the

values of the observed Ds` mass and momentum, and a Gaussian resolution function whose width

is the measured decay length error.

As previously discussed, the dominant sources of non-combinatorial backgrounds to the process

B0
s ! Ds` are all cases in which the Ds and lepton both result from B+ or B0 decay, either

3The production of orbitally excited strange D mesons will not contribute to our sample as these are

expected to decay to a DK pair, and not a Ds.
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directly or in a subsequent decay. The likelihood function to describe these sources of background

is therefore taken to have the same form as the B0
s
signal, except that the lifetime for this sample

is �xed to 1:6 ps, which is consistent with the measured average B hadron lifetime [21] and the

lifetimes of the B+ and B0 hadrons [20]. The level of this background is a �xed fraction of the

signal, as determined in the previous section. The e�ects of the uncertainty in this fraction on the

lifetime are addressed as a systematic error.

The �t must also account for the combinatorial background present in the Ds` sample. The func-

tional form used to parameterize this source of background is composed of a positive and a negative

exponential, each convolved with the same boost function and Gaussian resolution function as is

the signal. The parameters describing these exponentials, and the fraction of each, are free param-

eters in the �t. This double-exponential shape is motivated by considerations of event topologies

that can lead to negative apparent decay lengths, even before resolution e�ects are considered.

The background present in the event sample is taken into account by simultaneously �tting for the

signal B0
s decays and background contributions. The expected combinatorial background probabil-

ity is determined for each candidate using the results of the �t to the KK� invariant mass spectrum.

For the lifetime �t, the 253 events found in the region from 50MeV=c2 below the �tted Ds mass

to 200MeV=c2 above it are used (see �gure 1). This avoids the region where the number of KK�

candidates from D� decays is signi�cant.

The result of the �t to the decay lengths of the 253 candidates that are within the selected KK�

invariant mass region gives �(B0
s ) = 1:55+0:25

�0:21ps, where the error is statistical only. The decay

length distributions are shown in �gure 2 for those candidates with KK� invariant mass within

50MeV=c2 of the �tted Ds mass, and for those above this region. These illustrate the quality of

the �t in regions dominated by signal events and by combinatorial background, respectively. The

curves in �gure 2 represent the sum of the decay length probability distributions for each event.

The �gures indicate that the �tted functional forms provide a good description of the data for both

signal and background. It should be noted that the �t is to the unbinned data.

5 Evaluation of Systematic Errors

The sources of systematic error considered are those due to the level, parameterization and source

of the background, the potential bias from the selection and �tting procedure, the boost estimation

method, the beam spot determination and possible tracking errors.

To determine the e�ect of the uncertainty in the level of combinatorial background in the D�

s `
+

candidates, both the uncertainty in the level of background as determined by the �t to the KK� mass

spectrum and the statistical variation of the background under the Ds peak have been considered.

This is done by repeating the �t to the KK� invariant mass spectrum with the background fraction

constrained to be 37% and 49% and using the resulting event-by-event background probabilities in

the lifetime �t. This yields a variation in the B0
s lifetime of �0:03 ps. The width of the sideband

region of the KK� mass spectrum, from which candidates are selected for use in the lifetime �t, has

also been varied, resulting in a change in the �tted lifetime value of �0:01 ps. Several alternative

parameterizations have been investigated. For example, terms to allow for a small subset of the

candidates in which tracks have been signi�cantly mis-measured and combinatorial background

with zero lifetime have been used. In all cases, these additional terms do not signi�cantly improve

the quality of the �t. The approach used in our previous publication [4] of having a signal region

with a �xed background and a sideband region assumed to have no signal, has also been applied.
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Figure 2: Top: The decay length distribution of K+K���`+ combinations with
KK� mass within the Ds mass region, de�ned as �50MeV=c

2 around the �tted

Ds mass. The single-hatched area represents the contribution from combinatorial

background and the unhatched area is due to background from decays with a true
Ds and lepton. Bottom: The decay length distribution of K+K���`+ combinations
with KK� mass outside the Ds mass region. These candidates have KK� mass in
the range from 50MeV=c

2 to 200MeV=c
2 above the �tted Ds mass. The curves are

described in the text.
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The di�erence in the �tted lifetime when this approach is used is less than +0:01 ps. The e�ect of

the backgrounds involving Ds` that are not from the decay of a B0
s
meson, namely from either B+

or B0 decays, was also considered. The level of this non-combinatorial background was found to

be (6� 5)%. The variation in the level of this background over the given range corresponds to an

uncertainty of �0:01 ps. The lifetime of this background is �xed to 1:6 ps for the nominal result

and is varied by �0:10 ps to account for the uncertainty in this value. This variation results in

changes to the B0
s lifetime of �0:01 ps. Thus we assign a total error due to the background fraction,

parameterization and source of �0:03 ps.

Tests were performed on several samples of simulated data to check for biases in the selection and

�tting methods. The results of these tests are consistent with there being no bias: the ratio of the

�tted lifetime to the generated lifetime is 1:01� 0:02. Nonetheless, we correct our determination of

the B0
s lifetime by this factor and take the statistical precision of this ratio as a potential selection

and �tting bias by assigning a systematic error of �0:03 ps.

The estimated B0
s energy spectrum that is used by the boost estimation procedure has been varied

within the measured limits of the average b hadron energy [22] to yield a variation in the B0
s lifetime

of �0:02 ps. The e�ect of a 6MeV=c2 uncertainty in the mass of the B0
s [23] was found to produce a

change of less than 0:01 ps in the B0
s lifetime. A number of alternative methods of boost estimation

were used to con�rm the method used for the principle result. A method whereby a mean boost is

analytically calculated for each event (as used in the previous B0
s lifetime publication[4]) was also

used and the resulting di�erence of +0:01 ps included as a systematic e�ect. A boost method based

on the use of simulated data to estimate the boost was also used and yielded a lifetime less than

0:01 ps from the nominal result. The uncertainty in the measurement of the mass and momentum

of the Ds` combination that are used to obtain the estimate of the B0
s energy is found to contribute

�0:01 ps to the error. Finally, the presence of missing particles, such as the photon when the B0
s

has decayed into a D�

s , changes the �tted lifetime by < 0:01 ps. An error of �0:01 ps is ascribed

to the lifetime due to this source. The total systematic error resulting from the uncertainty in the

boost estimation procedure is �0:03 ps.

The average intersection point of the LEP beams in OPAL is used as the estimate of the production

vertex of the B0
s candidates. The mean coordinates of the beam spot are known to better than

25�m in the x direction and 10�m in y. The e�ective r.m.s. spread of the beam is known to

a precision of less than 10�m in both directions. To test the sensitivity of �(B0
s) to the assumed

position and size of the beam spot, the coordinates of the beam spot are shifted by �25�m, and the

spreads changed by �10�m. The largest observed variation in �(B0
s ) is 0:01 ps, which is assigned

as a systematic error.

The e�ects of alignment and calibration uncertainties on the result are not studied directly but are

estimated from a detailed study of 3-prong � decays [12], where the uncertainty in the decay length

due to these e�ects is found to be less than 1:8% for the data taken during 1990 and 1991 and less

than 0:4% for later data. This corresponds to an uncertainty on �(B0
s) of 0:01 ps. The potential for

mis-estimation of the decay length error has been addressed by allowing an additional parameter

in the lifetime �t which is a scale factor on the measured decay length error. It is found that this

parameter is consistent with unity and produces a change in the B0
s lifetime of less than 0:01 ps.

After applying the correction due to the potential of a bias in the result, and combining the

systematic errors in quadrature, we �nd �(B0
s ) = 1:54+0:25

�0:21(stat)� 0:06(syst) ps. These systematic

errors are summarized in Table 1.
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Source bias (ps) uncertainty (ps)

background �0:03

possible bias of method �0:01 �0:03

uncertainty in boost �0:03

beam spot �0:01

alignment errors �0:01

total �0:01 �0:06

Table 1: Summary of systematic errors on the B0

s lifetime.

6 Conclusion

A sample of B0
s ! D�

s `
+�(X) decays has been reconstructed in which the D�

s has decayed into

K+K��� through either the ��� or K�0K� channels. From 3.6 million hadronic Z0 events recorded

by OPAL from 1990 to 1994, a total of 79� 13 such candidates are attributed to B0
s decays. The

B0
s lifetime is found to be

�(B0
s ) = 1:54+0:25

�0:21(stat)� 0:06(syst) ps;

where the total fractional error corresponds to about 15%. As predicted by theoretical calcula-

tions [3], this result is consistent with the observed value for the B0 lifetime [20].
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